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The controls feel fairly unresponsive, the music is repetitive as hell, and the movement and combat - the central tenets of these
retro platformer style games - just feel off, like they don't quite flow as eloquently as, say, the movement in Super Meat Boy. So
why is this review positive, then? In spite of these glaring issues, for some strange reason I found myself very much having an
enjoyable time with this game. The open feel of the Metroidvania world is very endearing indeed, and the world is rather
endearing and easy to get lost in, and I find that the mystery behind the lost civilization is more than enough motivation to keep
going even in the more frustrating levels. The second aspect of this game that was incredibly enjoyable was the level design.
Though it seems bare-bones and simplistic initially, very soon you realize that the arrangement of the admittedly very generic
obstacles leads to a very interesting almost puzzle solving aspect of the game, one which surprisingly never begins to feel even a
little bit repetitive. Overall, I would have to tell anyone looking for a precise platforming experience with tight controls and an
innovative (or even very enjoyable) combat system to find a different game to play. But for anyone looking for an intriguing
experience to get lost in and some interesting puzzles to solve, this game is a must have.. Very simple and casual game.. Maybe
I'm just bad at this game, but It seems like the controls could use improvement. Left/right movement is with a/d but attack is on
x, and with the spacebar needed for jumping, this leads to an incredibly awkward hand position. It's also a naturally challenging
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game. You can die in one hit, and enemies take multiple hits to destroy if you can't jump on them. Your character also has a
little lag when you land from a jump, which takes some time to get used to and stops your momentum. I didn't get very far into
the game, but I would recommend it to anyone who wants the challenge.. A nice little platformer.. A nice little platformer.
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